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GSA Network?s New Website
Nov. 16, 2009 ? Jackie
After a year of hard work, we are thrilled to launch our new website for GSA activists and
supporters!
The new website includes...
(read on [1])
Media Center [2]
Videos [3]
News Archive[4]
Blog[5]
Change the Nation [6], a brand-new section about our national work including resources for
GSA activists throughout the country
Directory of California GSA clubs [7] where students can search for, map, and register their
GSA
Over 40 Resources [8] for GSA activists divided into categories like ?Building Your GSA?
and ?Creating Inclusive GSAs?
Extensive library of key Research and Reports [9] pertaining to GSAs, LGBT youth, and
school safety issues
Get Involved [10] section where students can find tools for starting and running a GSA or
helping to change laws and policies in California
Change Your School [11] section where students can download manuals to fight slurs on
campus, advocate for LGBT-inclusive curriculum, and more
Interactive National Map [12] of every state participating in the National Association of GSA
Networks with contact information for each group
Legal Resources [13] and information
Event [14] pages with online registration
Favorites from our old website such as
Posters [15]
High Contrast Photo Gallery [16]
GSA Network T-shirts and gear [17]
More opportunities toDonate and Support [18] GSA Network

And much, much more!

The new website is fully integrated with our new database. The project utilizes free, open source
software, saving GSA Network thousands of dollars for years to come.

This project would not have been possible without DharmaTech [19], a nonprofit technology firm
dedicated to empowering nonprofits with high impact technology solutions. We extend our
heartfelt gratitude to everyone at DharmaTech for their hard work and dedication to building and
integrating our new website and database.
We thank the Gill Foundation for generously supporting this project. We would also like to thank
our graphic designer Erin Olcsvary, our technology consultant John Kenyon, and of course GSA
Network?s staff and youth leaders.
If you notice a broken link or other mistake on the site, please contact us [20].
By putting our materials in the hands of thousands more GSA activists throughout the country,
the new website will further advance GSA Network?s mission to make schools safer for LGBT
youth.
By Jackie Downing, Development and Communications Manager
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